
A man selects valuable items at a recycling workshop near the Bagram Air Base on June 17, 2021. — AFP photos

A man holds a teddy bear as people look for useable
items.

A man shows electronic motherboards at a junkyard
near Bagram Air Base.

Workers harvest red seaweed (algae) in the Menzel Jemil lagoon in Tunisia’s northern Bizerte region on May 27, 2021. — AFP photos

A man collects valuable items at a recycling workshop near Bagram Air Base.
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Squatting in the dust by the main
road to Afghanistan’s biggest air
base, Mir Salam sifts through a pile

of broken electronics in front of him, sal-
vaged from departing US troops. All
around are heaps of junk and scrapped
equipment - ranging from telephones and
thermos flasks to computer keyboards
and printer cartridges. “This is what the
Americans do,” the 40-year-old told AFP.
“They destroy absolutely everything.”

The Pentagon is vacating Bagram air
base as part of its plan to withdraw all
forces by this year’s 20th anniversary of
the Sept 11 attacks on the United States,
and it could be completed by the end of
the month. Military gear is being taken
home, or given to Afghan security forces,
but tons of civilian equipment must be left
behind. The result is a booming scrap
business that is making money for some,
but leaving many resentful.

“They blow it up or are burning it,”
says Salam of the equipment being dis-
carded. “There were lots of new things in
this base - enough to rebuild

Afghanistan 20 times - but they
destroyed everything.” For two decades,
Bagram served as the nerve center for
US operations in Afghanistan. A sprawl-
ing mini-city visited by hundreds of thou-
sands of service members and contrac-
tors, it boasted swimming pools, cine-
mas and spas - and even a boardwalk
featuring fast-food outlets such as
Burger King and Pizza Hut.

It also has a prison that held thou-
sands of Taleban and jihadist inmates
over the years. Bagram was built by the
United States for its Afghan ally during
the Cold War in the 1950s as a bulwark
against the Soviet Union in the north.
Ironically, it became the staging point for
the Soviet invasion of the country in
1979, and the Red Army expanded it sig-
nificantly during their near decade-long
occupation. When Moscow pulled out, it
became central to the raging civil war - it
was reported that at one point the
Taleban controlled one end of the three-
kilometer runway and the opposition
Northern Alliance the other.

Nothing goes to waste 
In recent months, Bagram has come

under rocket attacks claimed by the
Islamic State. If the Taleban capture the
base, it would be a significant step - per-
haps even the decisive one - towards
seizing control of Kabul itself. Salam pays
1,000 afghanis ($12) a month to rent a
modest fenced plot on the Bagram road,
where he stores base scrap that he
searches for nuggets to sell to special-
ized dealers.

The road to the base is lined with
dozens of similar enterprises - some ram-
shackle, but others featuring imposing
warehouses with armed guards. The big
players have contracts to remove the
scrapped equipment, which they cherry-
pick for items that can be repaired.
Anything they don’t use is left for smaller
dealers such as Salam.

Cables are stripped for copper, circuit
boards broken down for rare-earth met-
als, and aluminium collected to be smelt-
ed into ingots. Nothing goes to waste,
says Haji Noor Rahman, another scrap

merchant. “Anything re-usable, people
buy it,” he told AFP. His warehouse is like
a department store for scrap, with the
floor covered by an astonishing array of
items - broken chairs, busted TV screens,
rusting gym equipment, an electronic
piano keyboard, artificial Christmas trees
and other festive decorations. First aid
kits have been gutted, spilling bandages
and IV bags.

Picking through the selection is Abdul
Basir, who came from Kabul with a
friend and snapped up six warped metal
doors for around 8,000 afghanis.
Elsewhere, a young man unearthed a
pair of branded shoes that still appeared
to have a few miles left on them.
Another browser bought a teddy bear
and a mini rugby ball.

‘Pessimistic’ future 
It isn’t just equipment that will be left

behind when the Americans pull out -
Bagram is surrounded by satellite com-
munities that rely on the base for employ-
ment. “The withdrawal of American troops

will have a bad impact on the economy of
the country and that of Bagram,” district
governor Lalah Shrin Raoufi told AFP,
adding he was pessimistic for the future.
“Their presence here has provided jobs
for thousands and thousands of
Afghans,” he said, ranging from mechan-
ics to bakers. “I met the employees of a
company that provided basic food... they
are afraid of losing their jobs.”

Raoufi said everything is being done
to take charge of the base and its securi-
ty when the last US forces leave. “We are
working with the police, the army and the
NDS (intelligence services),” he said. “We
have started to recruit soldiers... We will
take those who meet the criteria.”
Meanwhile, the clear-out continues.
“They came to rebuild our country but
now they are destroying it,” says Bagram
resident Mohammad Amin, looking over a
pile of scrap. “They could have given us
all this.” — AFP 

Wading knee-deep in the calm
waters of a lagoon, workers in
northern Tunisia harvest red sea-

weed, in a nation dubbed a Mediterranean
“trailblazer” in cultivating the in-demand
plant. Red seaweed or algae is used for
gelling, thickening and texturing agents
that are increasingly a substitute for ani-
mal-based products in processed foods,
and it is also being used increasingly in
cosmetics and pharmaceuticals.

The harvest, the Selt Marine compa-
ny’s first on an industrial scale, comes
after years of research and a wait of more
than two decades for authorization to use
the lagoons, said French-Tunisian entre-
preneur Mounir Bouklout. Several coun-
tries including nearby Morocco have seen
their natural reserves of red seaweed
diminish in recent years due to overex-
ploitation. Instead near Bizerte, north of
the Tunisian capital, 10 percent of what is
harvested goes back into the water, said
Bouklout, another seaweed expert. “We
wait for nature to do its work, and after 45
days we harvest it,” Bouklout told AFP.

Surrounded by hills topped with wind
turbines, workers pull seaweed growing
around cylindrical netting from the lagoon
and bring it to shore. The plant matter,

which ranges from green to dark red in
color, is separated, dried in the sun and
taken to a factory to be turned into sub-
stances such as agar-agar. The sought-
after red variety is mainly grown in Asia,
which is the world’s biggest producer, con-
sumer and exporter of seaweed.

But Tunisia’s waters and climate also
favor its farming, which can encourage the
development of local marine life including
shellfish. Seaweed absorbs elements like
nitrogen and phosphorous, so growing it is
also a way of “naturally cleaning the
lagoon”, Bouklout said.

‘Trailblazer’ 
He said the firm hoped to reap 500 tons

of wet seaweed this harvest, with plans to
rapidly expand the growing area in the
coming years, eyeing a 3,500 ton yield
next year. “Tunisia is a trailblazer” in culti-
vating seaweed in the Mediterranean, said
Houssam Hamza, an aquaculture expert
for the UN Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO).

Selt Marine is the biggest grower of red
seaweed in the region but also has expert-
ise in “transforming the seaweed into dif-
ferent products” and adding value locally,
he told AFP. For 25 years, the business

has been processing seaweed imported
from Asia in the Tunis suburb of Ben
Arous. The plants are washed then heated
to 90 degrees Celsius to obtain a liquid
that is pressed, dried and crushed into a
fine white powder.

Mixed with other ingredients, it is used
in dairy products, cold meats, confec-
tionery and other foods for local,
European, Turkish and Chinese compa-
nies, Bouklout said. Its potential is being
studied for products from biodegradable
bottles to noodles and even meat-substi-
tute vegetarian nuggets, said biologist
Mariem Mouheddine, head of research
and development.

The business employs around 100
people, according to Bouklout, and hopes
to expand to 500 over the next two years,
in a country struck by an economic crisis
and skyrocketing unemployment even
before the coronavirus pandemic. FAO
aquaculture expert Hamza said seaweed
farming presented important opportunities
for Tunisia. He said there was still work to
do, including in promoting innovation in
the sector, but “it’s also our role (of the
FAO) to stand beside Tunisia” and its
young people. — AFP 

London orchestra’s
‘miracle’ trip to
France despite
COVID, Brexit

Simon Rattle, music director of the
London Symphony Orchestra, con-
siders it “a miracle” they are head-

ed to France for their first international
shows since the pandemic, though Brexit
still poses a long-term threat. The logis-
tics of moving nearly 100 musicians and
all their instruments for a four-week resi-
dency at the Aix-en-Provence Festival in
southern France were tricky at the best
of times.

In the middle of a pandemic, with
ever-changing rules on foreign travel and
quarantines, they became fiendishly
complex. “I think the Aix festival, who
have been one of the boldest and
bravest of any of the summer festivals,
was tearing out what remained of their
hair in the last weeks,” Rattle told AFP.
He was speaking ahead of the London
Symphony Orchestra (LSO)’s departure
for the festival, which runs from June 30
to July 25.

It took a flurry of diplomatic activity
that went right up to the culture ministries
in both countries, for a deal to be struck.
Since most were vaccinated, the orches-
tra was granted permission to travel
between their hotel and the venue for
rehearsals during their quarantine. “It’s
very symbolic that we were able to make
this happen,” said LSO managing direc-
tor Kathryn McDowell, adding that the
orchestra had been crossing the
Channel since 1906.

But even if the immediate challenges
have been overcome, the problems of
Brexit and the near-total lack of govern-
ment support for musicians in Britain
have only just begun. “This is a compli-
cated time, you know, in a country
which does not support culture financial-
ly in the way that most of Europe does,”
Rattle said.

‘Looming catastrophe’ 
The LSO has been a regular visitor

over the past decade to the Aix festival,
one of the world’s leading opera and
classical music events alongside
Salzburg and Beirut. But its days of trav-
elling regularly around the continent may
be numbered. Since Britain’s exit from
the European Union, its musicians are
no longer guaranteed visa-free travel to
the EU, triggering heavy costs and an
administrative burden for touring.

Orchestras face the additional difficul-
ties of transporting equipment in heavy-
duty lorries, which are now permitted just

three stops in the EU. Singer Elton John
is among many warning of a “looming
catastrophe” for British musicians if they
lose the chance to tour abroad.

For now, the LSO, which had been
booked for last year’s cancelled Aix
Festival, is excited to be back on the
road. It will play not one, but two, operas:
a modern creation, “Innocence”, and a
classic from Wagner. “It’s a complete
miracle,” said Rattle. “Playing an opera
like Tristan und Isolde is almost beyond
pipe dreams.”

‘Insane in every way’ 
But Brexit will likely push the LSO to

review its financial model, since it relied
on European shows for 40 percent of its
income before the pandemic. That said,
environmental concerns may have
forced a change in any case. “Last
year... we should have been on tour 99
days out of the year, which is, of course,
insane in every possible way, both for
the planet and for people’s energy and
sanity,” Rattle told AFP. “But it was the
only way that an orchestra like this can
survive.”

A big part of the problem, he said, is
the lack of government support for musi-
cians in Britain. The LSO’s members are
not on a salary - they are paid when they
play. “Most of the European orchestras,
almost without exception, have a salary,
and they have been able to live,” said
Rattle. “We have had to become pirates,
in the best possible way.” He said the
LSO would now have to “make up a
whole new financial way of living in
which playing in Europe is not the main
part of our support”.

That is hard to swallow for such an
international orchestra, made up of 26
nationalities. Brexit “is a story of unin-
tended consequences. Nobody has
thought very much about the effect on
the cultural sector in England,” Rattle
said. “But of course, nobody wants it to
be a disaster.” — AFP 

Workers process drying harvested red sea-
weed. 

Workers process dried red seaweed at a
factory in Bir Kassaa in the region of Ben
Arous on the outskirts of Tunisia’s capital
on May 28, 2021. 

Workers prepare red seaweed to be planted.

British conductor Simon Rattle conducts
during a rehearsal of Tristan und Isolde by
the London Symphony Orchestra at St
Luke’s Church in central London on June
10, 2021. — AFP 


